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ABSTRACT

General Terms

Providing differentiated Quality of Service (QoS) over unreliable wireless channels is an important challenge for supporting several future applications. We analyze a model that has
been proposed to describe the QoS requirements by four criteria: traffic pattern, channel reliability, delay bound, and
throughput bound. We study this mathematical model and
extend it to handle variable bit rate applications. We then
obtain a sharp characterization of schedulability vis-a-vis latencies and timely throughput. Our results extend the results so that they are general enough to be applied on a wide
range of wireless applications, including MPEG Variable-BitRate (VBR) video streaming, VoIP with differentiated quality,
and wireless sensor networks (WSN).
Two major issues concerning QoS over wireless are admission control and scheduling. Based on the model incorporating the QoS criteria, we analytically derive a necessary
and sufficient condition for a set of variable bit-rate clients
to be feasible. Admission control is reduced to evaluating the
necessary and sufficient condition. We further analyze two
scheduling policies that have been proposed, and show that
they are both optimal in the sense that they can fulfill every
set of clients that is feasible by some scheduling algorithms.
The policies are easily implemented on the IEEE 802.11 standard. Simulation results under various settings support the
theoretical study.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Digital wireless communication technology has contributed
to the development of several application fields, such as Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Among other research issues, we anticipate
that providing QoS support will be of increasing interest due
to the increasing demands of delay-sensitive data traffic. Applications that require QoS support include video streaming,
VoIP, and realtime surveillance.
Essentially, QoS consists of providing guarantees on both
delay and throughput for each flow in the system. Two important issues arise when providing QoS support. One is to
determine whether the requirements of a set of clients exceed
the latency bound capacity of the wireless network. The other
is, given that the requirements of the set of clients can be satisfied, to find a scheduling policy that actually does so.
A realistic theory of QoS must take into account the unreliable nature of wireless networks. Wireless transmissions
are vulnerable to fading and shadowing effects, resulting in
different qualities for each link. In this paper, we extend a
theoretical study on supporting QoS that allows us to jointly
deal with fundamental difficulties. Our extension allows us
to deal with the different traffic arrival patterns generated by
different flows. Clients may have different demands either
due to the different applications they are running, or price
they are willing to pay. Even within the same flow, the generated traffic may not be periodic. Applications like MPEG
video streaming may generate traffic with variable bit rate
(VBR). Thus, mechanisms based on static resource allocation
cannot handle this kind of traffic. We consider the different
throughput requirements of the clients.
We begin by providing a mathematical framework for QoS
support based on an earlier work [5]. The wireless network
is described by a client-server model. The model incorporates
all the aforementioned criteria: delay bounds, differentiated
throughput bounds, various traffic patterns with probabilistic packet arrival, and heterogeneous channel reliability. This
model can capture the realistic characteristics of a number of
wireless applications. Based on this model, we first derive an

extension of a necessary condition for a set of clients to be feasible. We also analyze two earlier proposed dynamic scheduling policies. We analytically prove that both proposed policies
can fulfill every set of clients that satisfy the necessary condition. Thus, we not only show that the two policies are optimal
but also establish that the necessary condition is indeed sufficient for flows with different arrival patterns. Based on this
finding, admission control is reduced to evaluating the necessary and sufficient condition. In summary, we jointly address
both admission control and scheduling under the described
model, extending it to handle flows with different traffic generating patterns so that it is applicable to several scenarios of
substantial interests.
In addition to the theoretical study, implementation issues
are also discussed. We demonstrate that it is easy to implement the policies under the current IEEE 802.11 mechanism.
Simulation results for both VoIP traffic and VBR video streaming are shown. The results suggest that the proposed policies
are optimal in that they fulfill every feasible set of clients.
They also confirm the accuracy of the necessary and sufficient
condition. An extension of the IEEE 802.11 standard, IEEE
802.11e [11], is devoted to providing QoS by giving priorities for clients with real-time traffic over those with elastic
traffic. We show that the EDCF mechanism used by IEEE
802.11e, which uses smaller contention windows for clients
with higher priorities, does not work well, especially for a
large set of clients, due to the collisions arising from random
access.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes some existing work on providing QoS for VBR
traffic. In Section 3, we describe the client-server model with
QoS criteria. Section 4 demonstrates how this model can be
applied to a variety of wireless applications. In Section 5, we
derive a necessary condition for a set of clients with differing
traffic generation patterns to be feasible. Two proposed dynamic scheduling policies are proved to be optimal in an even
more general setting in Section 7. In Section 8, we discuss
how to implement the policies under the IEEE 802.11 mechanisms. Simulation results are shown in Section 9. Section 10
concludes this paper.

2.

RELATED WORK

Providing QoS for wireless multimedia applications is gaining extensive research interest. Stockhammer, Jenkac, and
Kuhn [15] have studied the minimum initial delay and the
minimum required buffer size for video streaming. Their study
considers the case where there is only one wireless client in
the system. Kang and Zakhor [7] have focused on improving
the quality of video streaming by giving priorities to packets
according to the content of the video. Li and Schaar [9] have
proposed an adaptive algorithm for tuning the MAC retry
limit for layered coded video. These works all lack provable performance bounds. Wongthavarawat and Ganz [16]
have studied the scheduling problem in IEEE 802.16. Their
result is bound to IEEE 802.16 and not applicable to other
MAC mechanisms. Raghunathan et al [12] and Shakkottai
and Srikant [14] have derived theoretical results on minimizing the total number of expired packets in a system. Their
results, however, cannot provide differentiated QoS for each
user. Our work extends the recently proposed method of Hou,

Borkar, and Kumar [5] which deals with admission control
and scheduling for the restrictive case where all clients generate traffic periodically with the same period. Their results
are not applicable to the more complicated traffic patterns.
He et al [4] and Zhou et al [17] have considered providing
QoS in WSNs. Their studies focus more on implementation
issues rather than theoretical results. Fattah and Leung [3]
have summarized other existing scheduling algorithms.

3. A MODEL FOR QOS WITH
PROBABILISTIC ARRIVALS
We first describe a client-server system with QoS requirements that generalizes a model that has been proposed in [5].
We will show that the more general model captures the characteristics of a variety of wireless applications of substantial
interests, such as MPEG VBR video streaming, VoIP with differentiated quality and wireless sensor networks in Section
4.
Consider a system with N clients, numbered as {1, 2, . . . , N },
and one server. Clients generate jobs for the server to accomplish. We assume that time is slotted. During each time slot,
the server can attempt exactly one job. We further assume
the time slots are grouped into intervals, with each interval
containing τ time slots. Jobs can only be generated at the
beginning of an interval and must be finished within that interval. Unfinished jobs are discarded at the end of an interval.
Thus, a delay bound of τ time slots is imposed on all jobs.
In addition to the delay bound, the QoS requirements can
be further classified in three respects: traffic pattern, reliability, and throughput. To reflect different traffic patterns
for various applications, we do not restrict attention only to
clients that generate one job during each interval as in [5].
Rather, clients generate jobs according to a probability mass
function R : 2{1,2,...,N} → (0, 1). For a given subset of clients
S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N }, the probability that exactly every client in
S generates a job in an interval is R(S). Notice that under
this generic description, we do not assume clients generate
jobs independently. Neither do we assume that jobs generated in an interval are independent from those in other intervals. This extension allows us to provide QoS for several
applications noted above.
As in [5], we assume wireless channels are unreliable. When
the server attempts to transmit a job to client n, the job gets
delivered with probability pn , which is called the reliability for
client n . If the attempted job is not delivered, it stays in the
system, and the server can further attempt it before the end
of that interval. Finally, each client n requires a long-term
jobs per interval. Since,
average throughput of qn delivered
!
on average, client n generates S:n∈S R(S) jobs per interval,
the throughput requirement is equivalent to a delivery ratio
requirement of ! qn R(S) . That is, the fraction of discarded
S:n∈S
jobs for client n cannot exceed 1 − ! qn R(S) .
S:n∈S
In each time slot, the server can either choose to attempt to
transmit a job in the system or to stay idle. The choice that
the server takes is based on a scheduling policy:
D EFINITION 1. Let Ht be the set of all possible histories of
the system up to time slot t. A scheduling policy is a function
η : Ht → {1, 2, . . . , N, φ} with the interpretation that, at time
slot t + 1, the server attempts to transmit the job from client n

if η(ht ) = n or idles if η(ht ) = φ, where ht ∈ Ht is the actual
history that the system has experienced.
The goal of a scheduling policy is to meet the demands of
all clients. With an unreliable system, the performance of a
policy is not deterministic. Thus, a more careful specification
of the requirement for performance is required, as proposed
in [5]:
D EFINITION 2. A set of clients is said to be fulfilled by a
scheduling policy η if the long-term average throughput of each
client n is at least qn jobs per interval with probability 1. That
is,
lim inf

K→∞

K
"
1
1(a job for client n is accomplished in the
K
k=1

kth interval) ≥ qn , with probability 1,

for every client n, where 1(·) is the indicator function. We call
qn the timely throughput bound of client n.
Before obtaining such a policy that can fulfill a particular set of clients, one needs to determine whether the set of
clients is feasible:
D EFINITION 3. A set of clients is said to be feasible if there
exists a scheduling policy η that fulfills it.
Finally, we aim to design an optimal scheduling policy:
D EFINITION 4. An optimal scheduling policy is a policy
that fulfills every feasible set of clients.

4.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

In this section, we describe several delay-sensitive wireless
applications that can be described by the extended model introduced in the previous section.

4.1 Video Streaming
In this scenario, each client is a wireless user, such as a laptop or a PDA, and the server is an access point (AP). Each
user subscribes to a video stream and requests some quality
from the AP. When packets for clients, which correspond to
the aforementioned jobs, arrive at the AP, the AP can attempt
them by transmitting a packet to the corresponding client.
Upon receiving a packet, the user must reply with an ACK.
Thus, the length of a time slot is the time required to transmit both a data packet and an ACK. An attempt is considered
successful only if the AP receives the ACK from the client.
Wireless links are known to be unreliable and vary in quality from client to client. Thus, the parameter pn captures the
heterogeneous link qualities for different clients with the interpretation that whenever the server sends a packet to client
n, it receives an ACK with probability pn .
The MPEG coding algorithm is widely used to generate
real-time video traffic. MPEG, along with other video coders,
generates VBR traffic to maintain a fixed video quality. Depending on the context, MPEG alternates between three coding modes (I,P,B) that require different numbers of bits per
frame. Given a fixed packet size, the three coding modes generate packets at different rates. Thus, the durations between
packet arrivals vary throughout the whole video. In terms of

our model, this means the packet arrivals in each interval are
random variables, where a higher bit rate implies a higher arrival probability. Thus, the traffic pattern of video streaming
can be well-captured by our model.
Finally, while packet loss is inevitable, each user may require a certain delivery ratio bound, which can be converted
into a timely throughput bound, and captured by the parameter qn . The different values of qn for each user also reflect
that the requested video qualities vary for users.

4.2 VoIP Traffic
Like in the previous example, we have a set of wireless
users and an AP, which serves as the server. Each user requests a VoIP traffic flow from the AP. The major difference
between a VoIP traffic and and a video stream is that VoIP
traffic involves both uplink traffic and downlink traffic. To
this end, we create two clients for each user, one for uplink
traffic and one for downlink traffic. When the AP attempts a
downlink client, n, it sends a data packet for the corresponding user and waits for an ACK. The attempt is considered successful if the AP receives an ACK, which happens with probability pn . On the other hand, when the AP attempts an uplink
client, m, it first sends out a small request message to the
corresponding user. The designated user, upon receiving the
request message, replies with a data packet. The attempt is
considered successful, with probability pm , if both the request
message and the data packet are delivered. The length of a
time slot is set large enough to accommodate both an attempt
for the downlink client and an attempt for the uplink client.
In this paper, we consider audio codecs that generate constant bit rate (CBR) traffic, such as ITU-T standards G.711 and
G.718. Thus, clients generate jobs periodically, with smaller
period corresponding to higher bit rate. The job generation
time for clients may be offset. For example, consider a set of
three clients {1, 2, 3}, where clients 1 and 2 have period 2,
while client 3 has period 3. Client 1 generates jobs at intervals 1, 3, . . . , client 2 generates jobs at intervals 2, 4, . . . , and
client 3 generates jobs at intervals 1, 4, . . . . Thus, we have
R({1, 3}) = R({2, 3}) = 1/2. This example demonstrates
how our model captures the traffic pattern of VoIP traffic.

4.3 Real Time Surveillance
We now address the scenario of a wireless sensor network
for real time surveillance. There are two levels of devices
in the network: multiple simple sensor nodes, which corresponds to clients, and a more powerful base station, or data
aggregator, that plays the role of the server. To avoid packet
collisions between sensor nodes, we adopt a server-centric
scheme. When the server attempts a job from a particular
client, it polls the corresponding sensor node for data. The
attempt is successful, with probability pn , if a data packet is
received by the server. One example of such a setting is a Body
Sensor Network (BSN) [10]. In BSN, we aim to record a histogram of physiological data for medical use. Timely packet
delivery is required in cases of emergency events.
Since sensor nodes monitor a variety of events, their readings are of differing importance. For example, in the context
of a BSN, there may be sensor nodes for monitoring heart
activity, blood pressure, and body temperature. Thus, we assume each client generates jobs periodically, with the differing
frequencies of job generation reflecting the importance of the

corresponding data. As described in the previous case, such a
traffic pattern also fits into our model.

L EMMA 4. Let η be a scheduling policy that fulfills some sets
of clients. Then there exists a work conserving policy η % that
fulfills the same set of clients.

5.

P ROOF. The policy η can be modified into a work conserving one by attempting any unaccomplished job whenever η
idles. This modification cannot reduce the number of undelivered jobs for any client and thus would fulfill any set of
clients that η fulfills.

THE NECESSARY CONDITION FOR
FEASIBILITY

In this section, in Lemma 1 – 5 we extend a necessary condition in [5] for a set of clients to be feasible to the more general model with variable traffic arrival patterns. Intuitively,
the more often the server attempts jobs for a client, the higher
the timely throughput that the client gets. This observation is
described more formally in the following lemma:
L EMMA 1. The long-term average timely throughput of a client n is at least qn jobs per interval if and only if the server,
on average, attempts jobs from that client wn = pqnn times per
interval.
We will hereby refer to wn as the implied attempt rate for
client n. Thus, a set of clients is fulfilled if and only if the average attempts per interval for jobs from each client is higher
than its implied attempt rate.
Since the length of an interval is τ time slots and the server
can attempt jobs at most once in each time slot, the following
necessary condition can be obtained:
!
L EMMA 2. A set of N clients is feasible only if N
n=1 wn ≤ τ .

This necessary condition turns out, however, to be not sufficient. Since undelivered jobs are discarded at the end of each
interval, the server can only attempt jobs that are generated
in the current interval. It is possible that, at some time slot of
an interval, all jobs are accomplished and the server is forced
to stay idle. While the number of idle time slots depends on
the scheduling policy, its probability distribution is the same
for the following particular set of policies.
D EFINITION 5. A scheduling policy is said to be work conserving if the server never idles whenever there is any undelivered job at the server.
L EMMA 3. The probability distribution of the amount of idle
time slots in an interval is the same for all work conserving
scheduling policies.

P ROOF. Let γn be the random variable denoting the number of attempts the server needs to make for a job from client
n before it is a successful delivery. γn has the geometric
distribution with parameter pn , that is, P rob{γn = t} =
pn (1 − pn )t−1 for all positive integers t. Further, assume that
a subset S of clients generates jobs in an interval. Let LS,η be
the random variable indicating the number of idle time slots
in such an interval under scheduling policy η. We have:
#
!
!
τ − n∈S γn , if
n∈S γn < τ,
LS,η =
0, otherwise,
for all work conserving policies. Thus, the probability distribution of LS,η is the same for all work conserving policies.

We can therefore define LS := LS,η , where η is any work
conserving policy.
The following observation shows that we can always construct a work conserving policy, from any policy, by modifying
it so that it performs at least as good as the original policy.

Based on this lemma, we can therefore limit our discussion
to work conserving policies throughout the rest of the paper.
Suppose a subset S of clients generates jobs in an interval.
Then Lemma 3 implies the expected number of idle time slots
in that interval is E[LS ]. Since such an interval occurs with
probability !
R(S), the average number of idle time slots in an
interval is S R(S)E[L
! S ], and the server can, on average,
therefore make τ − S R(S)E[LS ] attempts in an interval.
This observation leads to the following refined necessary condition:
N
"

n=1

wn ≤ τ −

"

R(S)E[LS ].

(1)

S

However, we can go even further by considering all subsets
of the set of all clients {1, 2, . . . , N }. For any subset S % ⊆
{1, 2, . . . , N }, let
"
"
IS " :=
R(S)E[max{0, τ −
γn }]
n∈S∩S "

S

=

"

R(S)E[LS∩S " ].

S

This is the average number of time slots spent idling in an
interval, if S % were the set of all clients. Clearly, if a set of
clients is feasible, all subsets of it are also feasible. Hence, we
can further refine the necessary condition (1):
!
L EMMA 5. A set of clients is feasible only if n∈S wn ≤ τ −
IS holds for every subset S.
It may seem that the condition for a strict subset S of
{1, 2, . . . , N } is redundant, and that we only need to evaluate
the condition for all clients. However, the following example
shows that merely evaluating the condition (1) is not sufficient.
E XAMPLE 1. Consider a system with interval length τ = 3,
and two clients. Each client generates one job in every interval, that is, R({1, 2}) = 1. The raliabilities for both clients
are p1 = p2 = 0.5. Client 1 requires a timely throughput of
q1 = 0.876, while the timely throughput requirement of client
2 is q2 = 0.45.
Now, we have:
w1 = 1.76,
w2 = 0.9,
I{1} = I{2} = 1.25,
I{1,2} = 0.25.

If we evaluate the condition for the subset of S = {1}, we
find w1 = 1.76 > 1.75 = τ −I{1} . This indicates that the set of
clients is not feasible. However, if we evaluate the condition

for the set of all clients {1, 2}, we have w1 + w2 = 2.66 <
2.75 = τ − I{1,2} . Thus, merely evaluating the condition for
the set of all clients is not enough. !
Surprisingly, we will show that the necessary condition stated
in Lemma 5 is indeed sufficient in Section 7.

6.

SCHEDULING POLICIES

In a previous work, Hou, Borkar, and Kumar [5] have proposed and shown that two index type of policies are both optimal when clients generate a job in each interval. (In terms
of our model, this means R({1, 2, . . . , N }) = 1, supposing
there are N clients.) Both policies are largest debt first policies. At the beginning of each interval, the server computes
the debts owed to each client and assigns priority accordingly,
clients with higher debts getting higher priority. In any time
slot during this interval, the server attempts the job from the
client with the highest priority for among those which have
an unaccomplished job. The only difference between the two
policies is their different definitions on debt.
The first policy, the largest time-based debt first policy, attempts jobs from each client at least as often as its implied
attempt rate:
D EFINITION 6. Let un (t) denote the number of attempts that
the server has made for jobs from client n up to time slot t. The
time-based debt for client n is defined to be wn t − un (t). The
policy that assigns priorities according to the time-based debts
is called the largest time-based debt first policy.
The time-based debt reflects how much a client is lagging
behind its implied attempt rate. By giving a client with larger
debt higher priority, the client is, on average, granted more
attempts during the interval. Thus, that client will have a
better chance to catch up with its implied attempt rate.
The next policy adopts a more direct approach by tracking
how many jobs the server actually delivers for a client:
D EFINITION 7. Let cn (t) denote the number of jobs for client
n accomplished by the server up to time slot t. The weighteddelivery debt for client n is defined to be [qn t − cn (t)]/pn . The
policy that assigns priorities according to the weighted-delivery
debts is called the largest weighted-delivery debt first policy.
Note that qn t − cn (t) is the number of jobs that the server
should accomplish for client n before meeting its demands.
Moreover, since the server accomplishes a job for client n with
probability pn every time it makes an attempt, the weighteddelivery debt can be thought of as the number of attempts
that the server owes the client. Thus follows the definition of
the largest weighted-delivery debt first policy.
The largest debt first policies can be extended to deal with
arbitrary traffic patterns by only considering those clients that
have a packet in the interval. Algorithm 1 illustrates the procedure.

7.

PROOFS OF OPTIMALITY

In this section, we prove that both policies above are also
optimal for any arbitrary traffic pattern, since, as we have
noted in Section 1, many applications actually require variable bit rates.

Algorithm 1 Largest Debt First Policy
1: for n = 1 to N do
2:
ζn (t) =debt for client n (either time-based debt or
weighted-delivery debt)
3: Sort clients that have a packet such that ζ1 (t) ≥ ζ2 (t) ≥
· · · ≥ ζN0 (t)
4: n ← 1
5: for each time slot in the interval do
6:
Transmit the packet for client n.
7:
if transmission succeeds then
8:
n←n+1
Our proof is also based on Blackwell’s approachability theorem [1].
Consider a single player game with payoff function M , whose value is a probability distribution in the Euclidean N dimensional space depending on the action taken by the player.
Suppose, under some policy, the player takes action a(i) and
gets a payoff v(i), which is an N -dimensional vector, in each
round i. Blackwell studied the
! long-term average payoff the
player gets, that is, limj→∞ ji=1 v(a(i))/j, and introduced
the concept of approachability:
D EFINITION 8. Let A ⊆ RN be any set in the N -dimensional
space. Consider a policy η, which incurs payoffs:
v(a(1)), v(a(2)), . . . .
!
Let δj be the distance between the point ji=1 v(a(i))/j. We
say A is approachable under policy η, if for every ε > 0 there is
a j0 such that,
P rob{δj ≥ ε for some j ≥ j0 } ≤ ε.

In other words, the distance between the long-term average payoff vector and the set A converges to 0 with probability 1.
Blackwell derived a sufficient condition for approachability:
T HEOREM 1. Let A ⊆ RN be any closed set in N -dimensional
space. Let η be a policy whose
! action depends solely on the average payoff to date, xj = j−1
i=1 v(a(i))/j. Thus, we can express
a(j) as a% (xj ). Then A is approachable under η if the following
statement holds:
/ A, let y be the closest point in A to xj , and let H be
If xj ∈
the hyperplane passing through y and perpendicular to the line
segment xj y. A is approachable under η if H separates xj and
the expected payoff of round j, that is, E[v(a% (xj ))].
Utilizing this fundamental theorem, we prove that both
largest debt first policies are optimal. Since a feasible set of
clients must satisfy the necessary condition in Lemma 5, we
only need to prove that the two policies fulfill every set of
clients that satisfy the necessary condition.
T HEOREM 2. The largest time-based debt first policy is optimal.
P ROOF. We first translate the model into a single player
game. A round in the game corresponds to an interval in the
model. The player is the server. The action the player can
take is in choosing the priorities of clients, with the interpretation that an unaccomplished job for a client is attempted

only after all jobs from clients with higher priorities are accomplished. The payoff the player gets is the net change of
the time-based debt owed to each client, which is thus an N dimensional vector. To be more precise, the payoff the player
gets is v = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vN ], where vn equals wn minus the
number of times the server attempts the job from client n.
By Lemma 1, the demand of a client n is met if the server
attempts its jobs at least wn = qn /pn times per interval on
average, or equivalently, the client has a non-positive timebased debt. Thus, to establish the optimality of the largest
time-based debt first policy, we only need to show that the set
A := {z = [z1 , z2 , . . . , zN ]|zn ≤ 0, ∀n} is approachable under
this policy.
Suppose that at the beginning of some interval, the average payoff is x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ]. If x ∈ A, no action violates approachability by Theorem 1. If x ∈
/ A, at least one
of x1 , x2 , . . . , xN is strictly positive, and we can reorder the
clients so that x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xm > 0 ≥ xm+1 · · · ≥ xN .
The closest point in A to x is
y = [0, 0, . . . , 0, xm+1 , xm+2 , . . . , xN ].
The hyperplane passing through y and
! perpendicular to the
line segment xy is H := {z|h(z) := m
n=1 xn zn = 0}.
Let x̄ be the payoff of this round according to the largest
time-based debt first policy. Also, let w̄n be the number of
times the sever attempts the job from client n in the interval.
We can express x̄!as x̄ = [w1 − w̄1 , w2 − w̄2 , . . . , wN − w̄N ].
2
Since h(x) = m
n=1 xn > 0, in order to show H separates
x and E[x̄], it suffices to show that h(x̄) ≤ 0. We have:
h(x̄) =

m
"

xn (wn − w̄n )

n=1

=

m−1
"
n=1

+ xm (

[(xn − xn+1 )(

m
"

k=1

wk −

m
"

n
"

k=1

wk −

n
"

w̄k )]

k=1

w̄k ).

k=1

!
Next we evaluate the value of n
k=1 w̄k for each n. First assume that a subset S of clients generate jobs at the beginning
of an interval. By the largest time-based debt first policy, the
server will
! give priority according to the ordering 1, 2, . . . , N .
Hence, n
k=1 w̄k is the number of attempts the server makes
if there are only jobs for a subset Sn = {1, 2, . . . , n} ∩ S of
clients.
!
In other words, n
k=1 w̄k = τ − LSn , where LSn is the random variable indicating the number of time slots that remain
idle in an interval when only jobs!from clients in the subset
Sn are present. Thus we have E[ n
k=1 w̄k |S] = τ − E[LSn ].
Taking the expected value over S yields:
n
n
"
"
w̄k ] = E[E[
w̄k |S]]
E[
k=1

k=1

=

"
S

=τ−

n
"
R(S)E[
w̄k |S]

"

k=1

R(S)E[LS∩{1,2...,n} ]

S

= τ − I{1,2,...,n} .

Now, according to the necessary condition stated in Lemma

!
!n
5, we have n
k=1 wk ≤ τ − I{1,2,...,n} =
k=1 w̄k , for all n.
Further, x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xm > 0. Thus, E[h(x̄) ≤ 0], and A
is approachable under the largest time-based debt first policy
by Theorem 1, which also implies that the largest time-based
debt first policy is optimal.
T HEOREM 3. The largest weighted-delivery debt first policy
is also optimal.
P ROOF. As in the previous proof, we need to translate this
policy into one for the single player game. Again, a round
in the game corresponds to an interval in our model. The
action a player, which is the server, can take, is to decide
the priorities of clients. However, in this case, the payoff
the player gets is the net change of the weighted-delivery
debt. In other words, the payoff is an N -dimensional vector
v = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vN ], where vn = (qn − 1)/pn if the server accomplishes a job for client n in the interval, or vn = qn /pn if
not. The timely throughput of a client n is at least qn jobs per
interval if it has a non-positive weighted-delivery debt. Thus,
we can prove that the largest weighted-delivery debt is optimal by showing that the set A := {z = [z1 , z2 , . . . , zN ]|zn ≤
0, ∀n} is approachable.
Let x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ] be the average payoff at the beginning of an interval. Again, we only need to evaluate the
performance of the largest weighted-delivery debt first policy
under the case x ∈
/ A. We can reorder the clients so that
x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xm > 0 ≥ xm+1 ≥ · · · ≥ xN . The closest
point in A to x is y = [0, 0, . . . , 0, xm+1 , xm+2 , . . . , xN ]. The
hyperplane passing through y and
! perpendicular to the line
segment xy is H := {z|h(z) := m
n=1 xn zn = 0}.
Let πn be the indicator function that the server accomplishes a job from client n, which is a random variable. The
payoff of this interval is x̄ = [(q1 − π1 )/p1 , (q2 − π2 )/p2 , . . . ,
(qN − πN )/pN ].
By Theorem 1, the set!A is approachable if H separates x
2
and E[x̄]. Since h(x) = m
n=1 xn > 0, we only need to show
E[h(x̄)] ≤ 0 to complete the proof. We have:
h(x̄) =
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pk

!n
Since
!n xπ1k≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xm > 0, it suffices to show k=1 wk ≤
E[ k=1 p ], for every n. Recall that the necessary condik
!
tion stated in Lemma 5 requires n
k=1 wk ≤ τ − I{1,2,...,N}
for!every n, to be feasible. Thus, we only need to show
πk
− I{1,2,...,N} to establish optimality. FurE[ n
k=1 pk ] = τ !
!
!n πk
πk
ther, we have E[ n
k=1 pk ] =
k=1 pk |S] and
S R(S)E[
!
R(S)E[L
].
The
proof
is hence
I{1,2,...,n} =
S∩{1,2,...,n}
S

!
πk
complete by showing that E[ n
k=1 pk |S] = τ −E[LS∩{1,2,...,n} ]
for every S and n, which is done in Lemma 6 below.
L EMMA 6. Under the priority order {1, 2, . . . , N },
n
"
πk
E[
|S] = τ − E[LS∩{1,2,...,n} ],
pk
k=1

for n = 1, 2, . . . , N , and all S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N }.
P ROOF. Suppose client m doesn’t generate a job in the interval, that is m ∈
/ S. Then the server cannot make any attempt for client m, and we have E[πm |S] = 0. Also, since
m ∈
/ S, m ∈
/ (S ∩ {1, 2, . . . , n}), and client m plays no role
in deciding the value of E[LS∩{1,2,...,n} ]. Thus, we can delete
every client that is not in S and reorder the
clients.
!remaining
πk
Equivalently, we only need to prove E[ n
k=1 pk |S] = τ −
E[L{1,2,...,n} ], for S ⊇ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
We prove this by induction. First consider the case n = 1.
Since client 1 has the highest priority, its job is accomplished
unless the server fails in all the τ attempts. Thus,
E[

P rob{the job of client 1 is accomplished}
π1
|S] =
p1
p1
1 − (1 − p1 )τ
=
.
p1

On the other hand, we also have:

E[L{1} ] =

τ
−1
"

P rob{the job from client 1 is accomplis-

t=1

hed in at most τ − t attempts}
=

τ
−1
"
t=1

=τ −

(1 − (1 − p1 )τ −t )
1 − (1 − p1 )τ
.
p1

This gives us E[ πp11 |S] = τ − E[L{1} ], and the lemma holds
for the case n = 1.!
πk
Assume that E[ n
k=1 pk |S] = τ − E[L{1,2,...,n} ] holds for
all n ≤ m. Consider the case n = m + 1. Since the client
m + 1 has the lowest priority among clients {1, 2, . . . , m + 1},
its job is attempted only after all jobs from client 1 through
client m are accomplished. Since there are L{1,2,...,m} time
slots left after the server accomplishes jobs from the first m
clients, we have:
E[πm+1 |S, L{1,2,...,m} = σ]

=P rob{the job of client m + 1 is accomplished in
τ − σ attempts}

=1 − (1 − pm+1 )τ −σ .
On the other hand, since L{1,2,...,m} − L{1,2,...,m+1} is the
number of attempts that the server makes for a job from client

m + 1, we also have:
E[L{1,2,...,m} − L{1,2,...,m+1} |L{1,2,...,m} = σ]
τ
"
P rob{the server makes at least t − σ attempts
=
t=σ+1

for the job from client m + 1}
τ
"
(1 − pm+1 )t−σ−1
=
t=σ+1

=

1 − (1 − pm+1 )τ −σ
πm+1
= E[
|S, L{1,2,...,m} = σ],
pm+1
pm+1
π

m+1
|S] = E[L{1,2,...,m} − L{1,2,...,m+1} ].
for all σ. Thus, E[ pm+1
Finally, we have:

m+1
"

E[

k=1

πk
|S]
pk

m
"
πk
πm+1
|S] + E[
|S]
=E[
p
pm+1
k
k=1

=τ − E[L{1,2,...,m} ] + E[L{1,2,...,m} − L{1,2,...,m+1} ]

=τ − E[L{1,2,...,m+1} ].

By induction, the lemma holds for all n.
A final remark is that since both policies fulfill every set of
clients that satisfy the necessary condition in Lemma 5, this
condition is also sufficient for feasibility.
T HEOREM 4. A set of clients is feasible if and only if
"
wn ≤ τ − IS
n∈S

holds for every subset S.

8. IMPLEMENTATION ON IEEE 802.11
While our generic model can be applied to a variety of wireless applications, we believe that WLANs can particularly benefit most from our study due to their wide deployment, and
increasing demands of QoS support. In this section, we show
that the proposed policies can be easily implemented in the
current IEEE 802.11 mechanisms.
The IEEE 802.11 defines two transmission modes for Medium
Access Control (MAC) [6]: the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and the Point Coordination Function (PCF). The
two mechanisms can coexist by dividing a superframe, which
corresponds to the interval in our model, into a PCF contentionfree period (CFP) followed by a DCF contention period (CP).
The PCF mechanism is server-centric, and thus suitable for
implementing the proposed policies.
In the PCF mode, when the server schedules a downlink
transmission, it sends out the data to a client after sensing
the channel being idle for a period of PIFS. The client, after
receiving the packet, waits a period of SIFS and then replies
with an ACK. When the server schedules an uplink transmission, it sends out a CF-POLL packet, which contains information about which client is scheduled to transmit, after the
channel is idle for a period of PIFS. The designated client
replies with a data packet, or a NULL packet if it does not
have any data to send, after waiting for a period of SIFS upon

receiving the CF-POLL packet. On the other hands, any node
that operates in the DCF mode must wait for the channel being idle for at least a period of DIFS before transmitting a
packet. The value of DIFS is set larger than both the values of
SIFS and PIFS. Thus, the server is granted the highest priority
when it operates in the PCF mode.

9.

SIMULATION RESULTS

We have implemented both largest debt first policies, namely,
the largest time-based debt first policy and the largest weighteddelivery debt first policy, on ns-2 under the IEEE 802.11 PCF
mechanism. We evaluate the performance of these two policies under two scenarios, one for the MPEG video streaming
traffic and one for the VoIP traffic. We compare the largest
debt first policies with the naive approach of using the IEEE
802.11 DCF standard, the Enhanced DCF (EDCF) proposed
in IEEE 802.11e [11], and a random priority policy that also
operates in the PCF mode. IEEE 802.11e is an extension of
the 802.11 standard that focuses on providing QoS. It uses
the EDCF mechanism, which allows clients with QoS requirements to use smaller contention windows and thus be granted
higher priorities over other clients. The random priority policy works like the largest debt policies, except that the server
assigns priorities to clients randomly at the beginning of each
interval. We define a metric, timely throughput insufficiency,
to reflect the difference between the desired timely throughput and the actual timely throughput. To be more specific, let
dn (t) be the actual average timely throughput of client n up
to some time slot t. The timely throughput insufficiency of
client n is qn − dn (t) if qn > dn (t) or 0 otherwise. The timely
throughput insufficiency of the system is the sum of the timely
throughput insufficiency over all clients.

(a) Performance on a feasible set

9.1 VoIP Traffic
We follow the ITU-T G.729.1 [13] codec, which generates
traffic with bit rates ranging from 8 kbits/s to 32 kbits/s, in
simulating VoIP traffic. We assume an interval length of 20
ms and 160 Bytes VoIP packet. IEEE 802.11b is used as the
underlying MAC protocol. Related parameters are described
in Table 1. Under this setting, the transmission times for both
the uplink traffic, consisting of a CF-POLL packet and a data
packet, and the downlink traffic, consisting of a data packet
and an ACK, are slightly less than 610 µs, allowing 32 time
slots in an interval.
Table 1: Simulation Setup For VoIP
Interval
20 ms
Payload size per packet 160 Bytes
Transmission data rate 11 Mb/s
SIFS
10 µs
PIFS
30 µs
DIFS
40 µs
We consider two groups of clients, group A and group B.
Each client in group A generates packets periodically with
period 60 ms, resulting in a 21.3 kbits/s flow, and requires
99% delivery ratio. Clients in group B also generate packets periodically but with period 40 ms, which corresponds to
32 kbits/s flows, and require 80% delivery ratio. The start-

(b) Performance on an infeasible set
Figure 1: Timely throughput insufficiency for VoIP traffic

ing times of clients in each group are separated evenly. To be
more specific, we can further divide the two groups into subgroups A1 , A2 , A3 , B1 , and B2 . Clients in subgroup Ai generate packets at the beginning of intervals i, i + 3, i + 6, . . . ,
while clients in subgroup Bj generate packets at the beginning of intervals j, j + 2, j + 4, . . . . The channel reliability of
the nth client in each subgroup is (60 + n)%. Evaluating the
necessary and sufficient condition in Theorem 4 suggests that
a set of 6 clients in each of the subgroups Ai and 5 clients in
each Bj is feasible while a set of 6 clients in each Ai and 6
clients in each Bj is not.
Figure 1a shows the simulation results for the aforementioned feasible set of clients on the five tested policies, namely,
the two largest debt first policies, the random policy, the DCF
mechanism, and the EDCF mechanism. The timely throughput insufficiencies of both largest debt first policies converge
to 0 over time, showing that they fulfill this set of clients.
However, the largest weighted-delivery debt first policy converges much faster than the largest time-based debt first policy. This is because the weighted-delivery debt reflects the actual timely throughput a client has had, and thus uses a more

direct and precise measure than the time-based debt. While
the largest time-based debt first policy may be easier to implement, the largest weighted-delivery debt first policy should
be preferred when tight performance is important. The other
three policies both fail to fulfill this set of clients, indicating
that they cannot be optimal. The random policy, though also
operating in the contention-free PCF mode, fails to fulfill the
set of clients because it does not consider the differentiated
requirements of the clients. The DCF and EDCF mechanisms
have the worst performance among the five since they suffer
greatly from contentions and collisions.
To verify the correctness of the necessary and sufficient condition in Theorem 4, we also simulate the predicted infeasible set of clients composed of 6 clients in each subgroup Ai
and 6 clients in each subgroup Bj . The results are shown
in Figure 1b. All the five tested policies of course fail to fulfill this set of clients, since it is indeed infeasible. However,
it should be noted that although the two largest debt first
policies do not fulfill this set of clients, they still incur less
timely throughput insufficiency than the other two policies.
This result shows that the proposed policies perform well in
comparison to some other policies even when dealing with an
infeasible set of clients. Further, while EDCF performs better
than DCF for the feasible set, it incurs more timely throughput insufficiency for the infeasible set. This is because although EDCF benefits from reduced overhead by the smaller
contention window, it also has a larger risk of collision. When
the number of clients increases, the risk of collision outweighs
the benefit of reduced overhead. This result suggests that
802.11e may not work well when there are a large number of
clients with QoS constraints.

9.2 MPEG Video Streaming
We consider the case where a number of wireless users request MPEG video stream traffic with varying requirements
from the AP. Since video streaming requires much larger bandwidth than VoIP traffic, we assume the system uses the higher
data rate IEEE 802.11a. Some related parameters are shown
in Table 2. Under this setting, the transmission time for a data
packet and an ACK is roughly 650 µs, allowing 9 time slots in
an interval.
Table 2: Simulation Setup For Video Streaming
Interval
6 ms
Payload size per packet 1500 Bytes
Transmission data rate 54 Mb/s
SIFS
16 µs
PIFS
25 µs
DIFS
34 µs
Some previous works [8] [2] model the MPEG VBR traffic
by a Markov chain consisting of three activity states. Traffic
with different bit rates is generated in each of the three states.
Martin et al [2] have derived statistical results for the movie
“The Graduate.” We adopt their model for the MPEG VBR
traffic, and transform the statistical result into the packet arrival probability in each interval under our setting, which is
summarized in Table 3.
We assume there are two groups of clients, A and B. Clients
in group A require high quality video that generates packets

Table 3: MPEG Traffic Pattern
Activity
Great High Regular
Arrival probability 1
0.8
0.75

according to Table 3, and a 90% delivery ratio for each packet,
resulting in a requested timely throughput of 0.765 packet per
interval. Clients in group B only require low quality video
that generates packets only 50% as often as those in group A
and demand a 80% delivery ratio, for a timely throughput requirement of 0.34 packet per interval. The channel reliability
of the nth client in each group is (60 + n)%. By evaluating the
necessary and sufficient condition in Theorem 4, we predict
that a set of 4 group A clients and 4 group B clients is feasible, while a set of 5 group A clients and 4 group B clients is
not.
Figure 2a shows the simulation results on the feasible set of
clients composed by 4 group A clients and 4 group B clients.
Like in the case of VoIP traffic, the timely throughput insufficiencies of both the two largest debt policies converge to
zero over time, and the two policies therefore fulfill this set
of clients. Also, the largest weighted-delivery debt first policy
converges faster than the largest time-based debt first policy.
The random policy, EDCF, and DCF, on the other hand, fail
to fulfill this set of clients. In the case of video streaming,
the AP is the only wireless device that generates traffic. Thus,
there should be no contention and collision in the system.
Still, the CSMA/CA mechanism used by the DCF forces the
AP to backoff a random time before each transmission. This
overhead results in much higher timely throughput insufficiency for DCF, than that for the random policy. On the other
hand, the same overhead is much less for EDCF since it uses a
smaller contention window. Thus, the performance of EDCF
is much better than DCF.
Simulations on the infeasible set consisting of 5 group A
clients and 4 group B clients are also shown in Figure 2b. All
the five tested policies of course fail to fulfill this set of clients.
These results also demonstrate that our model can be applied
to a wide range of applications. Finally, the two largest debt
first policies have the least timely throughput insufficiencies
among the five tested policies, showing that they offer good
performance even for an infeasible set of clients.

10. CONCLUSIONS
We have analytically addressed the problem of providing
QoS support for heterogeneous VBR traffic flows over unreliable wireless channels. We study an extension of a proposed
mathematical model that incorporates delay bounds, timely
throughput bounds, traffic patterns, and channel reliabilities.
This extended model adequately captures the characteristics
of a variety of wireless applications, including video streaming, VoIP, and BSN. Based on the model, we have derived a
necessary and sufficient condition for a set of clients to be feasible. Admission control is thus reduced to evaluation of the
necessary and sufficient condition. We have also addressed
the scheduling problem, and studied two scheduling policies.
We prove that these two policies are both optimal in the sense
that they fulfill every feasible set of clients. In addition to
theoretical study, we have also addressed implementation is-

(a) Performance on a feasible set

(b) Performance on an infeasible set
Figure 2: Timely throughput insufficiency for video streaming
sues under IEEE 802.11, and implemented the two scheduling policies in ns-2. Simulation results have confirmed our
theoretical studies, and indicate that the proposed scheduling
policies outperform other tested policies under a variety of
settings.
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